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ABSTRACT Text is the most crucial element in a document image but is often disconnected in document

image binarization. Most of the previous methods based on deep learning do not focus on structure

information such as stroke boundary, leading to disconnected strokes when the stroke is ambiguous or

weak. In this paper, we propose a multi-task learning with an auxiliary task for learning stroke boundary

features in an adversarial manner. The learned boundary features are integrated into the main task for the

binarization. Specifically, in the first step, in addition to using shared global location features with the main

task, the auxiliary task leverages additional local edges to obtain stroke boundary features. In the second

step, we use adversarial loss based on boundary ground truth to supervise the obtained stroke boundary

feature in the auxiliary task. The adversarial training is to embed expert knowledge, especially structure

information, in the model. In the third step, the learned boundary feature from the auxiliary task supports

the main task directly. The fusion module of the main task refines the final binarized image. Experiments

show that our method achieves better-preserved stroke and better performance than existing methods on

benchmark H-DBCO and DIBCO datasets.

INDEX TERMS Document image binarization, auxiliary-task learning, stroke boundary feature, multi-task

learning, preserved stroke.

I. INTRODUCTION

Binarization of degraded document images is to assign each

pixel for one of the two following classes: foreground and

background. It plays a significant role in document image

analysis domains such as optical character recognition, con-

tent understanding, and document layout recognition. History

document images suffer from different degradations such

as ink stains, noise, spots, smears, low-contrast ink strokes,

and so forth. This is because storage conditions and main-

tenance are insufficient. Although binarization is relatively

straightforward for uniform images, it is quite difficult for

degraded document images. This importance leads to hold

relating competitions such as document image binarization

(DIBCO) [1] that started in 2009. Therefore, it is essential to

study the binarization for degraded document images.

Over the past few years, computer visionmethods applying

deep learning have achieved great achievements, surpass-

ing conventional methods such as recognition, classification,
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and segmentation. The document image binarization has

impressive results in applying deep learning. Many methods

have been advent to binarizing document images, especially

after the emerging of Fully Convolutional Neural Networks

(FCNs) [2]. They are gradually substituting traditional image

binarization methods because of their outstanding ability to

learn data distribution. Recently, there are many developed

frameworks to solve the problem in the document image bina-

rization task as in [3]–[5]. The papers’ results have efficiency

and high performance. However, weak or ambiguous strokes

are often disconnected after the binarization process. While

in [6], a hierarchical deep supervised network architecture

extracts different feature levels for predicting the text pixels.

Despite these efforts, developing preserved strokes, espe-

cially for ambiguous or thin structures in document images,

is still challenging. These approaches classify per pixel from

the image region without focusing on the structure informa-

tion, supporting text-stroke preservation effectively.

To tackle the aforementioned problems, we propose

a stroke boundary feature guided framework based on

multi-task learning [7]. It achieves better-preserved stroke
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FIGURE 1. Results of binarization methods on degraded document image with the ambiguous strokes. (a) Shows the degraded document image.
(b) Illustrate the results of [8]. (c) Is the result of baseline and our proposed method is displayed in (d). (e) Is groundtruth. Ours has better-preserved
stroke than other methods.

and better performance than existing methods (see Fig.1).

We design a stroke boundary feature extracting module that

exploits both additional local edge features and shared global

location features. Then, we incorporate the module into the

auxiliary task to predict the text-stroke structure in the form

of stroke boundary maps. The auxiliary task is trained in an

adversarial manner with a discriminator network to embed

expert knowledge in the model. We design the feature fusion

module to combine the obtained stroke boundary feature from

the auxiliary task and stroke feature from the main task to

have final better-preserved stroke results. In summary, this

paper makes four significant contributions:

• We propose a stroke boundary feature guided frame-

work. Auxiliary task learns text-stroke structure infor-

mation in the form of stroke boundary to support the

main task, leading to degraded document image bina-

rization results having better-preserved strokes than

existing methods.

• We design the stroke boundary feature extracting mod-

ule, which jointly exploits both additional local edge fea-

tures and shared global location features to obtain stroke

boundary features in the auxiliary task. To embed expert

knowledge, especially structure information, in the

model, the auxiliary task is trained in an adversarial

manner with the discriminator network.

• We also design the feature fusion module to fuse both

the obtained stroke boundary feature from the auxiliary

task and stroke feature from the main task to have final

better-preserved stroke results.

• The proposed method achieves better results than exist-

ing methods on the H-DIBCO and DIBCO datasets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,

related works are mentioned. Section III describes the pro-

posed method for document image binarization. Experimen-

tal results are discussed in section IV. Finally, the paper is

concluded in section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

Conventional binarization methods are based on statisti-

cal knowledge. It is a nonparametric and unsupervised

method of automatic threshold selection for document

image binarization. It employs global, local, or hybrid

thresholds to classify each pixel of an image as either text

or background. In terms of the global threshold method,

the pixels of the whole image are classified by a fixed

threshold, such as Otsu’s [9], Kittler’s [10] and Brink’s [11]

methods. It automatically estimates a value according to the

input image. Specifically, it maximizes the distance between

background and text. Then, it finds the maximum interclass

variation to binarize degraded document images. The global

thresholding approach operates very well on uniform and

clean images. However, it generates bad results on degraded

document images with non-uniform backgrounds. With the

local thresholding method, it estimates local intensity to

classify each pixel, such as Niblack [12] and Sauvola [13].

In other words, they consider chosen background pixels

based on each neighborhood locally. About hybrid thresh-

olding method, it combines both local and global thresholds.

In [14], the authors used polynomial smoothing to classify the

background. Then, the local threshold is applied to capture

the foreground text. In [15], authors split input images into

blocks. Different binarization methods binarize the blocks to

improve performance. Recently, in [16], authors proposed the

selective diffusion model that involves reaction for binarizing

bleed-through document images. It utilizes the Perona-Malik

diffusion to selectively smooth document images, leading to

remove bleed-through. Besides, the nonlinear reaction term

is responsible for the desired binarization.

In addition, some document binarization methods utilized

priori knowledge such as edge information to support for

binarizing process. Specifically, in [17], authors combined

the global thresholding methods and the edge detecting

method. However, it only integrate the edge information into

global thresholding methods without focusing on the inten-

sity of non-uniform objects. In [18], the Canny edge detec-

tor [19] is applied to detect edge pixels in original images.

After the closed image edges are considered as seeds to find

the text region, the transition pixels are computed based on

the intensity differences in small neighbor regions and the

edge pixels. Finally, computed threshold is derived from the

statistical information of these pixels. In [20], the authors also

propose the automatic parameter tuning model along with the

edge information based on the canny detector to generate a

better binarization result. Conventional binarization methods
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FIGURE 2. Summary of the proposed method. We apply Canny edge detector [19] to detect edge from original image. Edge of
original image and original image are the input of network. Output of main task is binarized images. Auxiliary task is learned by
adversarial training. Output of auxiliary task is the boundary of stroke.

work well on images having simple backgrounds. However,

they produce poor results on images having complex back-

grounds.

With the emerging powerful deep convolutional neural

network, many developed techniques achieve good perfor-

mance on various applications such as object classification,

segmentation, and detection. Besides, many methods for doc-

ument image binarization are also established based on deep

learning as in [6], [21], [22]. In [21], the authors introduce

binarization task as each pixel classification. They applied

a fully convolutional network with multiple image scales.

In [6], a hierarchical deep supervised network (DSN) model

predicts text or background pixels at various feature levels.

With higher-level features, text pixels are distinguished sig-

nificantly from background noises.With lower-level features,

predicted text pixels show sharply at the boundary area.

Then, they combined these features to produce better results.

In [22], the authors utilize convolutional auto-encoders to

learn how to map an input image to its output, in which

activations specify pixels belonging to either foreground or

background. Consequently, the trained model can analyze

degraded document images. Then, they apply a global thresh-

old to binarize the final feature map. In [4], the DeepOtsu net-

work enhances the degraded document images by refining the

outputs iteratively. Then, the authors apply a global or local

threshold to the binarization map. Recently, in [23], to solve

the problem of a shortage of training images in DIBCO

datasets, the authors proposed Cascading Modular U-Nets.

Specifically, each modular U-Net is trained on a large generic

image dataset coco-text with specific tasks. Then, the pre-

trained U-Nets modules are cascaded with the inter-module

skip-connections for enhancing the connectivity between the

modules. Finally, the authors conduct a fine-tuning process

on DIBCO datasets for improving overall cascading model

performance. Although these methods achieved good perfor-

mance, they don’t exploit structure information completely

to support image binarization processing. Therefore, in this

paper, we propose an auxiliary task to learn structure informa-

tion such as stroke boundary features in an adversarial manner

and integrate the obtained boundary features into the main

task for document image binarization.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The framework of the proposed model is based on multi-task

learning [7], including the main task and auxiliary task.

We design the stroke boundary feature extracting mod-

ule for preserving better stroke edge information in the

auxiliary task. The designed feature fusion module fuses

these stroke boundary features and multi-level stroke fea-

tures derived from the main decoder in the main task to

obtain better-preserved stroke and better performance as

in Fig. 2.
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A. SHARED ENCODER

We design the shared encoder as the encoder part in Bas-

Net [24]. However, to increase edge information in terms of

stroke boundary preserving benefits, the proposed model’s

input is original images conditioned on their edge images

that are detected by canny detector [19]. Therefore, the input

convolution layer is modified with convolution filters having

four input channels. Furthermore, to further capture global

information, we add the encoder’s top that consists of one

convolution layer with 3×3 filters having dilation [25] equal

to 1, followed by two convolution layers with 3×3 filters

having dilation equal to 2. A batch normalization [26] and

a ReLU activation function [27] are applied to each of these

convolution layers. The extracted features from this encoder

are shared between the main task and the auxiliary task.

B. MAIN TASK

1) MULTI-LEVEL STROKE INFORMATION

The main decoder is almost symmetrical to the shared

encoder. The main decoder includes six stages. Each stage

comprises three convolution layers, followed by batch nor-

malization and ReLU activation function. Each stage’s input

is the features that are concatenated the upsampled output

from its previous stage and its corresponding stage output

in the encoder. The outputs of each stage have multi-level

stroke information. As the convolutional features at different

levels identify the object and its surroundings from different

views [28], we employ them to feed into the feature fusion

module for simultaneously incorporating the different coarse

semantics and the fine details from stroke boundary feature.

2) FEATURE FUSION MODULE

We aim to utilize the stroke boundary features to guide each

of the multi-level stroke features to have a better prediction

in preserving strokes and performance. We fuse the enhanced

stroke boundary features and the enhanced multi-level stroke

features to use complementary information by deep supervi-

sion on side responses [29]. Hence, we propose the feature

fusion module as Fig. 3.

Specifically, the module’s input is multi-level stroke fea-

tures mentioned in Section III-B1 and stroke boundary fea-

tures mentioned in Section III-C1. We apply convolution

on each side features from the main decoder, followed by

batch normalization, Relu activation function, and unsam-

pling them. It aims to change the channel and resolution of

each side feature as stroke boundary features. Then, we add

stroke boundary features to each of these adjusted side fea-

tures, as shown in the CF (combination of features) block

of Fig. 3.

As the channel number of the stroke boundary features

is more than the main decoder’s output, and the resolution

of the stroke boundary is smaller than the output of the

main decoder, we apply convolution on the stroke boundary

feature, followed by batch normalization, Relu activation

function and unsampling them. It aims to adjust the channel

FIGURE 3. Architecture of the feature fusion module.

and resolution of the stroke boundary features as the main

decoder’s output. After this, we add these modified stroke

boundary features to the main decoder’s output, as shown in

the CF block of Fig. 3.

The feature fusion module includes six stages as the main

decoder. Each stage includes three convolution layers, fol-

lowed by batch normalization and a ReLU activation func-

tion. Each stage’s input is the concatenated feature maps from

its previous stage and its corresponding fused features from

the CF block. The final stage input is the concatenated feature

maps of the upsampled output from its previous stage and its

corresponding fused features from CF block. The output of

the final stage is the model’s output.

C. AUXILIARY TASK

1) STROKE BOUNDARY FEATURE EXTRACTION

The low-level feature maps in layer 1 of VGG [30] have

edge-preserving properties [31]–[33]. These low-level fea-

tures can help to predict stroke boundary. Because layer 1 of

VGG is too close to the input and the receptive field is too

small, we employ feature maps in layer 2 for preserving better

edge information, as mentioned in [33]. We can use low-level

features of layer 2 simply from the encoder as in [33]. How-

ever, we expect that the stroke boundary feature extracting

module focus on edge information more in the auxiliary task.

We use pre-trained layers 1 and 2 of VGG for extracting edge

features separately from the shared encoder. In order to get

stroke boundary features, however, only edge information is

not enough. It is also important to provide high-level semantic

information or global location information.

The global location information gradually increases from

the low-level layer to the top-level layer in the shared encoder.

In other words, the top-level layer’s receptive field is the
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largest, and the global location is the most accurate. We apply

convolution on the global location feature, followed by the

Relu activation function and unsampling them. It aims to

adjust the channel and resolution of the global location fea-

tures as edge features mentioned above. After this, we add

these modified global location features to edge features.

To obtain more robust stroke boundary features, we apply

three convolutional layers, followed by the Relu activation

function on the added features, as shown in Fig. 4. Finally,

we obtain stroke boundary information, and it needs to be

learned.

FIGURE 4. Architecture of the stroke boundary feature extracting module.

We design the auxiliary decoder that unsample stroke

boundary feature to feature map having the same resolution

as the original images and single-channel. To extract the

learned stroke boundary feature, we use the auxiliary decoder

to convert the stroke boundary features to the probability map

and train the auxiliary task in an adversarial way.

2) STROKE BOUNDARY INFORMATION-BASED

DISCRIMINATION NETWORK

We expect that expert knowledge about stroke boundary

information is embedded in the fully automatic image bina-

rization model. To embed expert knowledge of structure

boundary in the model, authors in [34] propose shape

boundary-aware evaluator based on the discrimination net-

work in an adversarial way without the user interaction. For

this purpose, we propose a discrimination network based on

structure stroke boundary information, as shown in Fig. 5.

The discrimination network evaluates how much predicted

stroke boundary features are preserved to the network for

the auxiliary task by using the ground-truth stroke boundary.

In particular, the discrimination network’s input comprises

the original image and stroke boundary image (predicted

or the ground-truth). The original image and given stroke

boundary image are concatenated and fed into the discrim-

ination network. Then, the discrimination network is to eval-

uate whether the stroke boundary segmentation predictions

are consistent with the original image or not. For example,

the discrimination network provides a high evaluation score

FIGURE 5. Architecture of Stroke Boundary Information-based
Discrimination Network.

with the ground-truth stroke boundary map and the orig-

inal image. In contrast, given the poorly predicted stroke

boundarymap and original image, the discrimination network

provides a low evaluation score as the poorly predicted stroke

boundary map is not consistent with the original image.

We trained the network in an adversarial manner with the loss

function mentioned in Section III-D2.

D. LOSS FUNCTION

In the proposed model, the input uses the degraded document

image Iorg, conditioned its edge map Iedge_org computed using

Canny edge detector. The networkG, including the main task

Gmain and auxiliary task Gau, generates binarized map Opre
and predicted stroke boundary map Obdr_pre

Opred ,Obdr_pre = G(Iorg, Iedge_org) (1)

To train the proposed model, including the main task and the

auxiliary task in an adversarial manner, we utilize different

types of loss corresponding to the probability feature maps

for each task. The total loss function for training the network

can be expressed as

Loss = Lossmain_task + αLossauxiliary_task (2)

where α is the weight of Lossauxiliary_task . For our experi-

ments, we choose α = 0.5

1) LOSS FUNCTION FOR MAIN TASK

In the main task, the input employs the degraded document

image Iorg and its edge map Iedge_org. The network for the

main task Gmain has the output being binarization map Opre

Opre = Gmain(Iorg, Iedge_org) (3)

Our training loss for the main task is computed as the sum-

mation over all side-outputs and main task output Opre

Lossmain_task =

I∑

i=1

l i (4)
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where l i is the loss of the i-th side output and main task output

Opre. I denotes the total number of the outputs. As shown

in Fig 3, I is equal to 7, including six side outputs from the

feature fusion module and one final output from the main task

Opre
We apply hybrid loss [24] for l i

l i = lbce + liou + lssim (5)

where lbce, liou, lssim define BCE loss [35], IOU loss [36], and

SSIM loss [37], respectively. Each loss is calculated based on

the output (each side output or main task output Opre) and

gound-truth binarized image.

2) LOSS FUNCTION FOR AUXILIARY TASK

In the auxiliary task, the input employs the degraded docu-

ment image Iorg and its edge map Iedge_org. The network for

auxiliary task Gau predicts the stroke boundary map Obdr_pre

Obdr_pre = Gau(Iorg, Iedge_org) (6)

We use the ground-truth image of the stroke boundary Ibdr_gt
and Obdr_pre conditioned on Iorg as inputs of the discrimi-

nator that predicts whether the stroke boundary map is real

or not. The network for auxiliary task is trained with an

objective combined of the hinge variant of GAN loss [38] and

feature-matching loss [39].

Lossauxiliary_task = αaulGau + αfmlfm (7)

where αau and αfm are regularization parameters. For our

experiment, we choose αau = 1 and αfm = 10. The network

for auxiliary task Gau like the generator and discriminator

D are trained in an alternating manner by minimizing the

adversarial loss as [40]

lGau = −EIorg [D(Obdr_pre, Iorg] (8)

lD = −E(Ibdr_gt,Iorg )[min(0, −1 + D(Ibdr_gt , Iorg))]

−EIorg [min(0, −1 − D(Obdr_pre, Iorg))] (9)

The feature-matching loss lfm compares intermediate features

that are extracted from layers of the discriminator. This loss

stabilizes the training process since it forces the generatorGau
to generate the stroke boundary map with representations that

are similar to the representations of real stroke boundarymap.

The feature matching loss lfm is defined as

lfm=E[

T∑

i=1

1

Ni
||Di(Ibdr_gt , Iorg)−D

i(Obdr_pre, Iorg)||1] (10)

where Ni indicates the number of elements in i-th layer of the

discriminator, and Di denotes the activation in the i-th layer

of the discriminator D. T is the total number of layers.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. DATASET AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

For a fair evaluation of previous methods and each DIBCO

competition, we utilize nine public data sets for docu-

ment binarization, including DIBCO [1], [8], [41], [44] and

H-DIBCO [42], [45]–[48] images. The total number of these

images is 116 images. They are insufficient for supervised

deep learning-basedmethods. Similar to previous papers such

as in [4], [6], we utilize external public document binarization

datasets such as the Bickley-diary dataset [49], PHIDB [50],

and the Synchromedia Multispectral dataset [51] for training.

We randomly cropped about 10000 patches of size 288 ×

288 from these datasets. 90% of the patches are used as a

training set and the remaining patches as a validation set. The

training set and validation set are only selected on images

independent from the test set. For example, when evaluating

H-DIBCO 2018 dataset, the training set and validation set are

the datasets without H-DIBCO 2018 dataset.

We employ the Adam optimizer [52] to train our network

with its default hyperparameters, where the initial learning

rate lr = 0.001, betas = (0.9, 0.999), eps = 1e − 8,

weight_decay = 0. The model is trained for 100 epochs

with a batch size of 8. The Sigmoid activation function is

applied to the output layer, followed by the threshold of 0.5.

Our network is implemented based on the publicly available

framework Pytorch 1.6.0 and RTX 3090 (with 24GB mem-

ory).

B. EVALUATION METRICS

We followed the measures used in DIBO competitions. They

adopted four evaluation metrics, F-measure (FM), pseudo-F-

measure (Fps) [55], Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), and

Distance Reciprocal Distortion measure (DRD) [56]. In par-

ticular, FM and Fps are chosen for evaluation in document

image binarization since the distribution of foreground and

background classes are often unbalanced. Fps is similar to

F-measure but aims to overcome erroneous pixel-based eval-

uation methods by each relevance pixel weighted based on its

distance from stroke boundaries. PSNR measures how close

an original image is to its ground-truth image. For example,

there is more similarity between the ground-truth image and

the predicted image if the PSNR value is high. DRDmeasures

the visual distortion of images. It is correlated with the human

visual perception of distortion. A higher value for F-Measure,

pseudo-F-Measure, and PSNR indicate a better result, while

a lower value for DRD demonstrates better performance.

C. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE COMPARISON

To demonstrate the effectiveness and generalization of the

proposed model, we choose two benchmark datasets DIBCO

2011 and 2013 that include machine-printed and handwritten

document images as well as two recent benchmark datasets

DIBCO 2017, and 2018 with complex noise for testing set.

Furthermore, these benchmark datasets are also chosen in

recent image binarization methods. Thus, we can compare

our model to them easily.

We compare our proposed method with other image bina-

rization methods in terms of metrics mentioned in Section IV-

B.We can see that ourmodel performs favorably against other

methods under all evaluation metrics except the DRD metric

in Table 2, Table 4 and the PSNR metric in Table 5. Specifi-
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FIGURE 6. Results of binarization methods on the degraded document image with the weak strokes (sample H1 in DIBCO 2011).
(a) shows the degraded document image. (b) is ground-truth. (c) is the result of Otsu method [9]. (d) displays the result of Sauvola
[13]. (e) is the result of competion Winner [41]. Our proposed method is illustrated in (f).

TABLE 1. Results on DIBCO 2011 dataset.

TABLE 2. Results on DIBCO 2013 dataset.

cally, regarding testing on the DIBCO 2011 and 2013 dataset,

Table 1 and Table 2 show our proposed method delivers

slightly better results than the current state-of-the-art method

[23]. Besides, with testing on DIBCO 2017 and 2018, Table 3

and Table 4 illustrate the proposedmethod has significant per-

formance improvements compared to the traditional methods

[9], [13] and recent deep learning methods [5], [6], [23], [44].

Consequently, the proposed method is robust and superior to

the existing methods.

TABLE 3. Results on DIBCO 2017 dataset.

TABLE 4. Results on DIBCO 2018 dataset.

To prove the ability to preserve strokes in our proposed

method, we select samples with disconnected stroke results

provided in recent papers for document image binarization

methods. The qualitative comparison results are demon-

strated in Fig. 6 to 11. According to the figures, the pro-

posed method performs a little better in noise suppression

than the existing methods. However, it is essential to note

that the proposed method preserves stroke better substan-

tially than the existing methods. In particular, we take fail-

ure cases mentioned in [4], [6] about disconnected strokes

as Fig. 7(e), 8(e), 9(d) to compare with the corresponding
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FIGURE 7. Results of binarization methods on the degraded document image with the ambiguous strokes (sample P6 in DIBCO
2011). (a) shows the degraded document image. (b) is ground-truth. (c) is the result of Otsu method [9]. (d) displays the result of
Sauvola [13]. (e) is the result of Deepostu [4]. Our proposed method is illustrated in (f).

TABLE 5. Results on DIBCO 2019 dataset.

results of the proposed method. We observe failure cases

about disconnected strokes in [5], [8], [23], [41], [42] as

Fig. 6(e), 9(e), 10(c), 11(d), and 11(e), then getting them

to compare with the corresponding results of the proposed

method. The visual results derived from Ostu [9] and Sauvola

[13] are produced by the public Scikit-image library [59].

As a result of the illustrations, we confirm that the pro-

posed method can perform various kinds of noise removal

but still preserve strokes better than other image binarization

methods.

For the sake of completeness, we additionally choose the

most current DIBCO dataset 2019 for testing. It has back-

grounds that include more complex noise than other exist-

ing DIBCO datasets. As shown in the quantitative result

in Table 5 and the qualitative result in Fig. 12, the proposed

method achieves superior performance compared to existing

methods and better preserves strokes.

FIGURE 8. Results of binarization methods on the degraded document
image with the long and thin strokes (sample H7 in DIBCO 2011).
(a) Shows the degraded document image. (b) Is ground-truth. (c) Is the
result of Otsu method [9]. (d) Displays the result of Sauvola [13]. (e) Is
the result of DSN [6]. Our proposed method is illustrated in (f).

D. ABLATION STUDY

We choose the recent benchmark dataset DIBCO 2017 that

includes machine-printed and handwritten document images

to prove the effectiveness and generalization in term of pre-

serving stroke of the proposed model.
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FIGURE 9. Results of binarization methods on the degraded document image with the long and thin strokes (sample
HP6 in DIBCO 2013). (a) Shows the degraded document image. (b) Is ground-truth. (c) Is the result of Otsu method [9].
(d) Displays the result of DSN [6]. (e) Is the result of cGANs [5]. Our proposed method is illustrated in (f).

FIGURE 10. Results of binarization methods on the sample images in the DIBCO 2017 dataset. The columns from left to right correspond to the
(a) original image, (b) the ground truth, (c) competition Winner [8] and (d) our proposed method.

Baseline’s architecture only combines both the shared

encoder and the main decoder. The results in Table 6.1 and

Fig. 13(c) are acceptable. However, the ambiguous strokes are

often disconnected in image binarization results, as shown in

the green box.

The architecture from the combination of baseline and

stroke boundary feature extracting module, followed by the

auxiliary decoder, is multi-task learning. The auxiliary task

for stroke boundary prediction implicitly supports the model

in preserved stroke and noise removal since the model can
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FIGURE 11. Results of binarization methods on the sample image (H3) in the DIBCO 2018 dataset. (a) original image,
(b) the ground truth, (c) Ostu method [9], (d) competition Winner [42], (e) CMU-Nets [23] and (f) our proposed
method.

FIGURE 12. Results of binarization methods on the sample image in the DIBCO 2019 dataset. (a) original image, (b) the
ground truth, (c) Ostu method [9], (d) Sauvola [13], (e) competition Winner [43], (f) our proposed method.

understand structure information of strokes more, leading

to Precision (92.23) and Recall (89.91) increase as shown

in Table 6.2 and better-preserved stroke in the green box of

Fig. 13(d).

The architecture from the combination of baseline,

the stroke boundary feature extracting module followed

by the auxiliary decoder, and the feature fusion module

can preserve strokes at a higher level thanks to the fea-

ture fusion module, as in the green box of Fig. 13(e).

This is because the module can suppress the component

false negative (FN) in the Recall metric [55], resulting in

generating connected strokes. In other words, the Recall

metric (91.80) in Table 6.3 is significantly higher than

in Table 6.2.
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TABLE 6. Ablation study on different models.

FIGURE 13. Binarization results from the different configurations (a) original image, (b) the ground truth, (c) Baseline, (d) Baseline +

stroke boundary feature extracting module, (e) Baseline + stroke boundary feature extracting module + feature fusion module,
(f) Baseline + stroke boundary feature extracting module + feature fusion module + discriminator (our proposed method). Green boxes
aim to compare in connected stroke level. Blue boxes compare in sharp stroke level.

FIGURE 14. Predicted boundary maps of one sample from validation set having weak stroke boundaries at each different epoch
during the training phase. (a) The degraded document image. (b) The ground-truth of weak stroke boundary. (c) The result at
epoch-1. (d) The result at epoch-20. (e) The result at epoch-40. (f) The result at epoch-60. (g) The result at epoch-80. (h) The result
at epoch-100.

Table 6.4 and Fig. 13(f) are the results of our proposed

method. In particular, the blue box in Fig. 13(e) illustrates

connected strokes. However, many redundant parts locate on

stroke, leading to rough connected strokes. In the blue box

in Fig. 13(f), it shows the connected strokes sharply as the

result of the Precision metric increase in Table 6.3 com-

pared with Table 6.2 because the proposed model suppresses

the component false positive (FP) in Precision metric [55].
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Besides, the green box in Fig. 13(f) shows preserving strokes

better than Fig. 13(e). It achieves preserved stroke sharply

because the proposed method employs the stroke boundary

information-based discrimination network more for adver-

sarial training. The Precision metric increases moderately

by 0.49 from 91.99 of the baseline model to 92.48 of the

proposed model, while the Recall metric has a significant

increase of 2.25 from 89.66 of the baseline model to 91.91 of

the proposed model. This result proves that the proposed

method has an outstanding ability to preserve stroke in doc-

ument image binarization. Finally, the overall metric FM

(92.08) of the proposed method is higher than other models.

To further demonstrate the contribution of the proposed

method, we can visualize output of the stroke boundary fea-

ture extracting module during the training phase. Since the

stroke boundary features have toomany channels (the number

of channels = 64) in every different epoch, we simplify the

feature representation into a single channel by feeding the

features into the auxiliary decoder to produce the correspond-

ing feature map. The output map has a single channel and

the same resolution as the input image. Therefore, the map

can be visually compared to the ground truth easily in terms

of preserved boundaries. The visualizing result is derived

from the input image of the validation set having weak stroke

boundaries which are usually thin and long, thus difficult to

correctly binarize. As in Fig. 14, the predicted maps of weak

stroke boundaries show the result get closer to the ground

truth in Fig. 14 (b) gradually through increasing epochs.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel document image binarization

model with weak or ambiguous strokes that are often dis-

connected after the binarization process in existing methods.

To preserve the strokes in degraded document images after

the binarization process, we embed structure information of

strokes into the binarization network. Based on this idea,

we propose an auxiliary task to learn structure information

in terms of stroke boundary features in an adversarial manner

and integrate the learned boundary features into the main task

for document image binarization. Firstly, the auxiliary task

utilizes additional local edge features and shared global loca-

tion features to obtain stroke boundary features. Secondly,

we leverage boundary ground truth to supervise the obtained

stroke edge feature in the auxiliary task in an adversarial

manner. The adversarial training method is to embed expert

knowledge about structure information in the model. Thirdly,

the learned boundary feature from the auxiliary task supports

the main task directly. The feature fusion module refines

the main task again to produce the final image binarization

results. Experiments demonstrate that our method achieves

better-preserved stroke and better performance than exist-

ing methods on benchmark H-DIBCO and DIBCO datasets.

In the future, we expect to extend the potential of the pro-

posed model to be used for semantic segmentation tasks with

ambiguous objects that are often vanished after the segmen-

tation process.
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